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BIOGRAPHY 
 
 

SOUND[E]SCAPING VOL. I is the debut album by Doremillaro 
(Sb)Recs founder, musician, sound engineer and composer Lacinskij, 
also known as Giuseppe Schillaci. 
As a musician he has toured many times both in Italy and abroad, with 
the band of which he is one of the founders Diane And The Shell and 
the various bands with which he has played and collaborated as a 
musician, sometimes as a sound engineer, a producer or improviser. 
SOUND[E]SCAPING VOL. I is an album of entirely electronic music, a 
bit atypical that takes its cue from the soundtracks of videogames in the 
90s (the era of consoles and 16-bit home computers) and the sounds of 
80s synth music, as well as being influenced by minimal music and 
some early 2000s electronics. 
A simple, direct and mainly instrumental work. Synthesizers, electric 
bass, very few guitars and electronic drums. 
As the title itself suggests, the album is conceived to be enjoyed and 
listened to in a visual perspective. The natural environment has not only 
inspired me visually, but also acoustically, so every track on the album 
can be thought as a soundtrack of an imaginative and escapist 
landscapes. The tracks harmonic development is conceived as a 
progression, in crossing an ideal environment where music substitutes 
natural sounds. 

SOUND[E]SCAPING VOL. I was written between summer 2019 and 
spring 2020. 
Eight different tracks, all linked by the idea of a virtual soundtrack of 
landscapes to explore, where you can capture sounds of the past and 
modern musical influences. 

For a complete author’s biography and discography: 
www.doremillaro.com/giuseppe-schillaci 



AUDIO 
 

ARTIST: LACINSKIJ 
LABEL: DOREMILLARO (SB) RECS 
RELEASE NAME: SOUND(E)SCAPING VOL. I 
RELEASE DATE: 25 MAY 2020 
CATALOG NUMBER: DSB031 
FORMAT: DIGITAL  
LENGHT: 8 TRACKS - 47:42 

ALBUM LINK FOR PRIVATE STREAMING:  
https://soundcloud.com/lacinskij/sets/
soundescaping-vol-i/s-dkDXN5ZJLej 

TRACKLIST: 
01. C - Major Irresolution  
02. Reichalia Odissey  
03. Travel With Raffaella Carrà [Let's Try Love]  
04. Arab Reflective Anxiety  
05. Quarantine Rain  
06. Ossessione - Endgame 
07.  The Before It Happens Theme  
08. Midwest 

Album Cover Artwork by Renato Mancini

https://soundcloud.com/lacinskij/sets/soundescaping-vol-i/s-dkDXN5ZJLej
https://soundcloud.com/lacinskij/sets/soundescaping-vol-i/s-dkDXN5ZJLej
https://soundcloud.com/lacinskij/sets/soundescaping-vol-i/s-dkDXN5ZJLej
https://soundcloud.com/lacinskij/sets/soundescaping-vol-i/s-dkDXN5ZJLej


VIDEO 

 

 

Quarantine Rain is the first single from Lacinskij's new album 
"SOUND [E] SCAPING VOL. I” to be released on May 25, 2020 
for Doremillaro (sb) Recs. The video clip of the second single which 
will be announced in June is currently being worked on. 

It is the only song on the album composed, arranged and mixed 
entirely in one night during the Covid19 quarantine, in the author's 
residence near Etna volcano. The video clip is the simple 
representation of the author's vanishing point. Compared to the LP 
version, we find the soundmark of the location where the video is 
shot with the sounds of a day of incessant rain and wind. 

Private link for media in "not listed" mode: 
https://youtu.be/MYOu9PenrP4 
The video will be public from May 25, 2020. 

https://youtu.be/MYOu9PenrP4
https://youtu.be/MYOu9PenrP4


CONTACTS 

 

ARTIST 
www.doremillaro.com/lacinskij 

soundcloud.com/lacinskij 
Facebook.com/giuseppeschillacimusic 

doremillaro.bandcamp.com/album/sound-e-scaping-vol-i 
email: lacinskij@doremillaro.com 

LABEL 
www.doremillaro.com 

www.doremillaro.bandcamp.com 
facebook.com/DoremillaroRecs 

for general inquiries: 
info@doremillaro.com 

Phone: +39.3881804193 

MEDIA PRESS 
email: press@doremillaro.com 

+39.3486513535
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